Abstract. Pointing with the eyes or the finger occurs frequently in social interaction to indicate direction of attention and one's intentions. Research with a voluntary saccade task (where saccade direction is instructed by the colour of a fixation point) suggested that gaze cues automatically activate the oculomotor system, but non-biological cues, like arrows, do not. However, other work has failed to support the claim that gaze cues are special. In the current research we introduced biological and non-biological cues into the anti-saccade task, using a range of stimulus onset asynchronies (SOAs). The anti-saccade task recruits both top^down and bottom^up attentional mechanisms, as occurs in naturalistic saccadic behaviour. In experiment 1 gaze, but not arrows, facilitated saccadic reaction times (SRTs) in the opposite direction to the cues over all SOAs, whereas in experiment 2 directional word cues had no effect on saccades. In experiment 3 finger pointing cues caused reduced SRTs in the opposite direction to the cues at short SOAs. These findings suggest that biological cues automatically recruit the oculomotor system whereas nonbiological cues do not. Furthermore, the anti-saccade task set appears to facilitate saccadic responses in the opposite direction to the cues.
Introduction
We interact with the people around us by both verbal and non-verbal means. Although we may regard language as the primary means of communication, we also express our emotions and intentions by gestures and through the movements of our eyes. For example, if you are at a party and are conversing with a stranger who repeatedly glances towards the door, you may be warranted in thinking that he/she is planning to escape your company at the first available opportunity or that he/she is expecting someone more interesting to imminently arrive. Similarly, if you were to stop on any street and ask for directions, it would be unlikely that the detailed reply you receive will not be accompanied by pointing gestures in the direction in which you are being advised to travel.
Previous research has suggested that the direction of eye gaze of others may constitute a special example of a directional signal, due to its importance in indicating intention and attention in the social world. Evidence from covert spatial cueing paradigms has suggested that the perception of non-informative averted eye gaze cues results in an automatic shift of attention in the cued direction, with targets at the cued location detected more quickly than those appearing at an uncued location (eg Bonato et al 2009; Driver et al 1999; Friesen and Kingstone 1998; Quadflieg et al 2004; Ristic et al 2002) . Furthermore, it has been shown that gaze orienting persists even when the cues point in the wrong direction for the target on the majority of trials (Driver et al 1999; Friesen et al 2004) . It would appear that gaze cues are not alone in automatically influencing visual attention, however. Recent work has suggested that task-irrelevant finger-pointing cues also have apparently obligatory effects on covert attention, causing facilitation of target detection in the direction indicated by the cues (Ariga and Watanabe 2009; Sato et al 2010; Tomonaga and Imura 2009 ). However, a raft of evidence has been presented which demonstrates that these effects on covert attention are not restricted to biological cues. Rather, non-biological arrow cues have been repeatedly shown to shift covert attention when they are task-irrelevant and to-be-ignored (eg Bonato et al 2009; Gibson and Bryant 2005; Hommel et al 2001; Ristic and Kingstone 2006; Ristic et al 2002; Tipples 2002 Tipples , 2008 . In addition, directional word cues which are non-predictive of target location and are task-irrelevant have also been reported to result in covert attentional shifts as shown by enhanced detection of peripheral stimuli appearing at cued locations relative to uncued locations (Ho and Spence 2006; Hommel et al 2001) .
The literature on eye movement responses to biological and non-biological cues is relatively sparse in comparison to that investigating covert attention, and has focused almost exclusively on comparing eye gaze and arrow cues. A study by Ricciardelli et al (2002) suggested that averted eye gaze, but not non-biological arrows, caused observers to automatically execute eye movements in the direction of the cues, despite the observers being explicitly instructed to ignore them. This finding formed the basis of what has subsequently been referred to as the gaze imitation hypothesis. However, no studies examining eye movements in response to gaze and arrow cues have managed to replicate the results of Ricciardelli et al. Indeed, Kuhn and colleagues (Kuhn and Benson 2007; Kuhn and Kingstone 2009; Kuhn et al 2010) have shown that gaze and arrow cues have equivalent effects on both saccadic reaction times and error rates within the same voluntary saccade task used by Ricciardelli et al, where participants have to make a saccade in the direction indicated by the colour change of a fixation cross while task-irrelevant cues are presented on screen.
To our knowledge, to date no studies have investigated the influence of fingerpointing cues on oculomotor responses. However, some work has been presented which demonstrates that directional word cues can automatically influence the saccadic system. Hodgson et al (2009) employed an oculomotor Stroop task where participants were required to make a saccade to one of four coloured patches on a computer screen. The correct direction of the saccade was determined by the`ink' colour of a centrally presented colour or direction word, whilst the to-be-ignored identity of the word could be congruent or incongruent with the ink colour. These authors found that when the ink and identity of the word were incongruent, participants were slower to correctly initiate a saccade to the correct colour patch, but also that they made error saccades towards the patch indicated by the word identity. These findings suggest that the semantic meaning of words can be processed automatically, even when they are to be ignored, generating a corresponding oculomotor programme matching the meaning of the word.
The results of Kuhn and colleagues (Kuhn and Benson 2007; Kuhn and Kingstone 2009; Kuhn et al 2010) and those of the multitude of studies which have found no differences between the effects of biological and non-biological cues on covert attention, are somewhat counterintuitive. Eye gaze is clearly an important aid in social interaction which is processed and interpreted without effort in everyday life, with some evidence suggesting that gaze following may even be present from birth (Farroni et al 2002 (Farroni et al , 2004 . Arrows and written directional words on the other hand are clearly non-biological, being used to direct our action and attention in the absence of human input. Moreover, there can be no innate ability for detecting and orienting to arrows or words as these are human constructs. Therefore, differences between the effects of biological and non-biological cues on saccadic responses could be reasonably expected, but why is empirical evidence for such differences proving so elusive?
A possible explanation for this lack of differentiation between the saccadic orienting effects, elicited by gaze and arrow cues in particular, may lie in the choice of paradigm used to study the cues. In the voluntary saccade task participants are required to pay particular attention to the fixation cross in order to detect its colour change, whilst at the same time being instructed to ignore the cues appearing at the same location. This may present a possible confound, as the cues may be more likely to be automatically processed, due to increased focused attention at the fixation location than a static fixation point. Further, the voluntary saccade task is rather simplistic investigating, as the name suggests, only volitional saccade generation. A more appropriate paradigm with which to study the influence of cues on saccadic behaviour may be the anti-saccade task. First described by Hallett (Hallett 1978; Hallett and Adams 1980) , the anti-saccade task requires participants to make a saccade in the opposite direction to the onset of a peripheral stimulus. In order to successfully execute an anti-saccade, the execution of a reflexive saccade towards the`target' must first be suppressed and second a saccade in the opposite direction has to be generated (Everling and Fischer 1998; Guitton et al 1985; Munoz and Everling 2004) . Errors, where participants incorrectly look towards the peripheral stimulus, are common in neurologically healthy controls, occurring on about 20% of trials (Hutton 2008) . The suppression of such reflexive saccades requires substantially more cognitive effort than is required to complete the voluntary saccade task or the pro-saccade task (where a saccade is made towards, rather than away from, a target). The interaction between bottom^up and top^down control of attention in the anti-saccade task more closely resembles the competing influences on saccadic orienting which occur in naturalistic settings and in this sense the task provides a more ecologically valid paradigm with which to study the influence of task-irrelevant cues on eye movements than either the voluntary saccade task or the pro-saccade task.
A study by Koval et al (2005) utilised the anti-saccade task to examine the effects of task-irrelevant gaze cues on eye movements. Rather than demonstrating that participants were faster to correctly respond in the direction of the cues, a finding which would have supported the gaze imitation hypothesis, Koval et al found that saccadic reaction time (SRT) was reduced on congruent trials relative to incongruent, and that error rates were higher when cue and target were incongruent. In other words, participants' saccadic responses, reflexive (reflected in error rates) and voluntary (as indicated by correct SRT) were facilitated in the opposite direction to the cues. These authors did not provide a comparison non-biological cue however, leaving open the possibility that similar results may be found with cues such as arrows. What the results of this study do suggest is that, if the experimental task can unexpectedly influence the direction of facilitation of responses to gaze cues, it may also uncover differences between biological gaze and finger pointing cues and non-biological cues such as arrows and words.
The current research examined the influence of task-irrelevant gaze, arrow, word, and finger pointing cues on saccadic responses in the anti-saccade task. Experiment 1 set out to extend the findings of Koval et al (2005) that, in this task, participants' responses are enhanced in the opposite direction to gaze cues, by comparing gaze and arrow cues within the same anti-saccade task. It was anticipated that the use of the more cognitively complex paradigm might highlight differences between the biological and non-biological cues which have hitherto remained elusive. In experiments 2 and 3, directional word cues (LEFT and RIGHT) and photographic finger pointing cues were presented, respectively, within the same anti-saccade task used in experiment 1. As with experiment 1, the increased demands of the anti-saccade task might be expected to over-ride the automatic influence of the word cues seen in Hodgson et al's (2009) Participants sat approximately 60 cm from the monitor. Eye-movement recording was carried out by means of the head-mounted EyeLink II system (SR Research, Canada), connected to a second Dell Optiplex GX260 desktop computer with an Ethernet link connecting the host computer to the display computer. The EyeLink II tracked pupil movement at a rate of 500 Hz. The position of the head was monitored by an integral camera, mounted centrally on the headband, which recorded illumination from four infrared emitting LED markers, mounted on the edges of the display computer's screen, which compensated for small head movements. Images displayed were prepared with Corel Paint Shop Pro X image editing software. The arrow cues stimuli were UK road signs for`keep left' and`keep right', comprised of a blue circle with a white arrow. The neutral condition was represented by the UK road sign for`mini roundabout', consisting of three small white arrows forming a circle, again on a blue background. The arrow cues 2.1.3 Procedure. The experiment was blocked by the factor cue type (arrow or eye gaze). The order in which the cue types were presented was counterbalanced between subjects to prevent any order effects from emerging. Each cue type condition contained 180 trials, split into three blocks, so that each participant completed 360 trials in total. At the beginning of each set of three blocks a calibration procedure was performed in order to map raw data into eye gaze position. The participant fixated a dot displayed on the display computer as it moved in steps around the periphery of the screen. In addition to this calibration, at the beginning of each block of 60 trials, and every 10 trials thereafter, a drift-correct procedure was carried out in order to account for any headband slippage that may have occurred. The participant fixated a single central dot and the difference between that position and that expected from the calibration procedure was computed.
All trials were presented on a white background. Each trial began with the presentation of a black central fixation cross subtending 0.95 deg of visual angle, for the duration of 1000 ms. Following this, the cue, which could be pointing left or right and could be congruent, incongruent, or neutral in respect to the`target', was presented. (Note that congruency refers to the cue^`target' congruency.) After a stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA) of 100, 300, or 800 ms, the fixation cross was removed, simultaneously with the onset of the target, a black dot with a diameter of 1.26 deg of visual angle. The dot could appear vertically centred at either the left or right of the screen at an eccentricity of 14.75 deg of visual angle, where it remained for 2000 ms. The target dot appeared on the left and right sides of the screen with equal probability and for a total of 90 left and 90 right presentations for each set of three blocks. The participants were instructed to maintain fixation on the central cross and ignore the road signs or eyes until the dot appeared, whereupon they were to make a saccade in the opposite direction to the dot as quickly as possible. Participants were informed that the direction to which the arrows or eyes pointed in no way predicted the likely position of the target dot. The direction, congruency, and SOA of the cues were presented randomly. An interval of 1000 ms separated each trial. Figure 2 shows the procedure for a congruent gaze trial and an incongruent arrow trial. The correct response is in the opposite direction to the`target'. 
Data analysis.
Saccade parameters were extracted off-line with the Dataviewer software (SR Research, Canada). Saccades were detected as those eye movements which exceeded a velocity of 8000 deg s À1 and an acceleration of 30 deg s À1 . The saccade given an index of 1 by Dataviewer was taken as the response for each trial for each participant. Of these saccades, only those which were executed towards the left or the right were retained for further analysis. Of these left and right responses, those with latencies between 80^699 ms (a range suggested to omit anticipations and delayed responses; see Fischer et al 1997) , an amplitude of more than 2.0 deg, and which began in the central region of the screen were retained and the remainder of the trials were removed. This data preparation procedure (removal of trials based on the directional, latency, amplitude, and start position criteria) removed 1.53% of the data. Of these remaining saccades, those which were initiated in the direction opposite to the peripheral stimulus were considered as correct responses, while those made in the same direction of the peripheral stimulus were classed as errors.
Results

Saccadic reaction time.
The mean correct SRT for each participant in each condition was calculated. SPSS version 15 was used to perform a three-way repeated-measures ANOVA on these data, with 2 levels on the factor cue type (arrows, eyes), 3 levels on the factor SOA (100, 300, 800 ms), and 3 levels on the factor congruency (congruent, neutral, incongruent). There was a main effect of SOA (F 2 26 34X85, p 5 0X001; H^F criterion), with response times decreased at 800 ms (M 245X64 ms, SD 8X00 ms) SOA relative to at 100 ms (M 282X64 ms, SD 7X34 ms) and 300 ms (M 264X89 ms, SD 6X81 ms) SOAs. There was also a main effect of congruency (F 1 13 9X47, p 5 0X001), with congruent trials producing the fastest responses (M 258X96 ms, SD 7X00 ms), followed by incongruent trials (M 264X30 ms, SD 7X31 ms), with the slowest responses on neutral trials (M 269X91 ms, SD 6X98 ms). Planned comparisons showed that congruent trials were quicker than neutral (F 1 13 20X24, p 0X001) and that incongruent trials were also quicker than neutral (F 1 13 5X60, p 0X034), but the difference between congruent and incongruent did not reach significance (F 1 13 3X85, p 0X072). There was no main effect of cue type, but this factor did interact with SOA (F 2 26 4X81, p 0X017), indicating that the effects of the cues on reaction time changed over time. However, paired-samples t-tests conducted between gaze and arrow pairs at each SOA, collapsed over congruency, showed that only at 100 ms SOA did the difference in SRT between gaze and arrows approach significance (100 ms: t 13 2X09, p 0X057; 300 ms: t 13 0X092, p 0X372; 800 ms: t 13 0X12, p 0X904). In addition there was an SOA by congruency interaction (F 4 52 2X59, p 0X049), indicating that there was some change in the congruency effects over the three SOAs, but as interaction was only marginally significant, further tests were not conducted.
Having been intended as a baseline with which to compute the relative costs and benefits associated with incongruent and congruent cues, the finding above that these trials produced the longest SRTs, was unexpected. Although interesting in itself and as such will be discussed later, the influence of the neutral cues may have masked differences between the effects of congruent and incongruent cues on SRTs, which was the comparison of greatest interest as it measures the relative directional effects of the cues on specifically spatial attention mechanisms. For this reason a second (26362) repeated-measures ANOVA was conducted which excluded the data from neutral trials in order to isolate and identify any differentiation between the directional effects of the gaze and arrow cues on saccadic orienting. The removal of the neutral trials had a marked effect on the results. The main effect of SOA remained (F 2 26 27X75, p 5 0X001; H^F criterion). However, the main effect of congruency did not reach significance (F 1 13 3X85, p 0X072) indicating that the neutral trials were largely responsible for the main effect of congruency in the first analysis. The cue by SOA interaction was still significant (F 1 13 3X58, p 0X042). Importantly, a new interaction emerged between cue and congruency (F 1 13 8X16, p 0X014), indicating that there was a difference between the effects of the congruent and incongruent arrow and gaze cues on reaction times. Paired-samples t-tests were conducted on gaze and arrow congruent/incongruent pairs, collapsed over SOA. For gaze cues, SRTs on congruent trials were significantly quicker than on incongruent trials (t 13 2X92, p 0X012), but for arrow cues there was no difference between congruent and incongruent trials (t 13 0X59, p 0X568). Figure 3 shows the correct SRTs for congruent, neutral, and incongruent gaze and arrow cues over the three SOAs (also see table 1), whilst figure 4 shows the significant interaction between cue type and congruency, collapsed over SOA, in the analysis without the neutral data.
2.2.2 Error rates. In 455 trials (10.68% of the total completed trials), the first response was an error: a saccade incorrectly initiated towards the target. The percentage of errors committed in each condition was calculated for each participant by dividing the number of errors committed by the total number of trials for each condition, converted to a percentage. An initial three-way repeated-measures ANOVA was conducted on these data with 2 levels on the factor cue type (arrows, eyes), 3 levels on the factor SOA (100, 300, 800 ms), and 3 levels on the factor congruency (congruent, neutral, incongruent). The main effect of SOA was significant (F 2 26 15X53, p 5 0X001; H^F criterion), with most errors executed at the 100 ms SOA and the least at 800 ms SOA. There was an interaction between cue type and congruency (F 2 26 4X91, p 0X016), with neutral gaze cues producing the most errors relative to incongruent and congruent, but with neutral arrow cues resulting in less errors than the other congruencies. As was apparent with the analyses of SRT, the neutral trials unexpectedly influenced the results which had the effect of obscuring the directional influences of the cues on congruent versus incongruent trials. To investigate the relative directional effects of congruent and incongruent cues on error rates, a second ANOVA was conducted without the neutral trial data. The interaction became non-significant (F 5 1X0, p 0X747), indicating that it was the difference in the effects of the neutral gaze and arrow cues, rather than the difference between congruent and incongruent cues, which was responsible for the interaction in the initial analysis. No other main effects or interactions reached significance, in either the analysis with or without neutral trials.
Discussion
The results from experiment 1 showed that, in an anti-saccade task, gaze cues but not arrows facilitate saccadic response latencies in the opposite direction to the cues. This finding replicated that of Koval et al (2005) in terms of SRT, but effects on error rates were non-significant in the current experiment. Nevertheless, the results argue against the gaze imitation hypothesis, which suggests that imitative eye movements are automatically programmed in observers on perceiving another's averted eye gaze. It further demonstrates that gaze cues have a greater influence on the oculomotor system than arrows, given a sufficiently challenging task, with arrow cues appearing to be easy to ignore under increased cognitive demands. In addition, the interaction between cue type and SOA indicates that gaze cues may have an overall facilitatory effect on SRTs at short SOAs relative to arrow cues.
An unanticipated result in experiment 1 related to the neutral cues. It was expected that the SRTs and error rates on neutral trials would lie between those on congruent and incongruent trials. However, this was not so. Specifically, it appeared that both gaze and arrow neutral cues (images of eyes closed and the mini-roundabout road sign, respectively) had inhibitory effects on SRTs in both congruent and incongruent conditions. In terms of error rates, the neutral arrow cues also appeared to inhibit the production of erroneous saccades to a greater extent than either congruent or incongruent cues, but this effect was not present with gaze cues. It therefore appeared that the novel stimuli chosen to represent the neutral conditions in the current experiment had a general engaging effect on the saccadic system, which acted to inhibit the production of saccades relative to the directional versions of the cues. It is curious that this should be so, particularly for the eyes-closed neutral gaze cues, which had been chosen in favour of direct gaze cues which are known to actively engage attention, particularly to avoid this possibility (Senju and Hasegawa 2005) . Although certainly an intriguing result, and one worthy of future investigation, the primary measure of interest had been the difference in response times on congruent and incongruent trials which provides a measure of the spatial influence of the directional cues on saccadic orienting. It was for this reason that a second analysis of variance, excluding data from the neutral condition, was conducted. In experiment 2, a neutral condition was again included, but this time a stimulus was chosen which was anticipated to differ from the left/right cues only in terms of its directionality.
Experiment 2
In Hodgson et al's (2009) oculomotor Stroop task, the directional meaning of words presented in different ink colours automatically recruited the saccadic system, despite participants being instructed to ignore the identity of the word. Furthermore, several studies of covert attentional orienting have shown that task-irrelevant word cues can shift attention in the cued direction (Ho and Spence 2006; Hommel et al 2001) . Therefore experiment 2 expanded upon these studies by investigating the influence of directional word cues (LEFT and RIGHT) which were entirely task-irrelevant within the same anti-saccade task used in experiment 1. Based on the previous studies of covert and overt attentional orienting, one possible outcome of experiment 2 was that the cues would influence saccadic responses, even though they were to be ignored. Whether this predicted facilitation would be in the direction of the cues or in the opposite direction (as was seen with gaze cues in experiment 1) was not obvious. However, experiment 1 demonstrated that, although familiar directional stimuli, nonbiological arrow cues had very little influence on saccadic responses in the anti-saccade task. Therefore, an alternative outcome of experiment 2 was that the equally nonbiological word cues may have a comparably negligible influence on saccadic responses to arrows, with the cognitive complexity of the anti-saccade task overriding any automatic effects of the word cues which might otherwise become evident in less demanding tasks. As in experiment 1, neutral cues were again used in experiment 2. As the stimuli used for the left, right, and neutral cues were all comprised of strings of letters in an identical, uniform colour and presented as images of the same size, it was anticipated that the neutral cues should now provide a baseline against which the effects of congruent and incongruent cues could be assessed.
3.1 Methods 3.1.1 Participants. A further fourteen healthy naive English speaking undergraduates from the School of Psychology, University of Exeter (twelve female) aged between 18 and 27 years (M 20X00 years; SD 2X77 years) took part in this experiment in exchange for course credit. All participants had either normal or corrected-to-normal vision. Written informed consent was given by all participants, and ethical approval for this experiment was granted by the Ethics Committee of the School of Psychology, University of Exeter. The research was carried out in accordance with The Code of Ethics of the World Medical Association (Declaration of Helsinki).
3.1.2 Apparatus and stimuli. Apparatus was identical to that in experiment 1. The directional word cues were prepared in Corel Paint Shop Pro X and were comprised of the letter strings LEFT, RIGHT, and XXXX (the neutral condition) written in Arial font, 130 points, in bold. To match the perceptual properties of the stimuli as closely as possible to those used in the previous experiments, the colour of the cues matched that of the road signs used in experiment 1 and had the RGB value of 0, 122, 194, a mid-blue. The image canvas of the word cues was the same size as the eye-gaze cues used in experiment 1, resulting in cues which subtended 5.52 deg of visual angle.
3.1.3 Procedure. The procedure was similar to that used in experiment 1, with the exception that, as there was only one type of cue, only three blocks of 60 trials were presented to each participant, resulting in each participant completing 180 trials.
3.1.4 Data preparation and analysis. Completed trials were isolated by using the same criteria as in experiment 1. This procedure removed 176 trials representing 6.11% of trials.
Results
Saccadic reaction time.
A two-way repeated-measures ANOVA was conducted on the SRT data with 3 levels on the factor SOA (100, 300, 800 ms) and 3 levels on the factor congruency (congruent, neutral, incongruent). There was a significant main effect of SOA (F 1X33 17X32 32X56, p 5 0X001; H^F criterion), with SRTs decreasing as SOAs increased. The main effect of congruency did not reach significance (F 2 26 2X89, p 0X074). The interaction was also not significant (F 5 1X00). A second ANOVA was conducted which excluded the data from neutral trials as in experiment 1. There was a similar main effect of SOA (F 1X44 18X74 20X89, p 5 0X001; H^F criterion), but the effect of congruency was not significant (F 1 13 2X81, p 0X12). The interaction did not approach significance (F 5 1X00). Figure 5 shows the mean correct SRTs for all conditions in experiment 2, which are also represented in table 1.
Error rates.
A total of 201 errors were committed, accounting for 8.58% of the completed trials.
A two-way ANOVA was conducted on the percentage of errors per condition per participant, with 3 levels on the factor SOA (100, 300, 800 ms) and 3 levels on the factor congruency (congruent, neutral, incongruent).
There was a significant main effect of SOA (F 1X27 16X52 15X82, p 5 0X001; H^F criterion), with the majority of errors being committed at 100 ms SOA (M 16X82%, SE 4X04%) with similar percentages executed at 300 ms SOA (M 5X12%, SE 1X93%) and 800 ms SOA (M 3X38%, SE 0X98%). The main effect of congruency did not reach significance nor did the interaction (Fs 5 1X00) . 
Discussion
Experiment 2 demonstrated that in the anti-saccade task, task-irrelevant directional word cues have very little influence on saccadic orienting, in terms of SRT or error rates (with only a trend-level effect of congruency on SRT emerging when the neutral trials were included in the analysis). This finding contrasts with previous work using covert attentional cueing paradigms, which have shown that, to-be-ignored, word cues cause manual reaction times to be reduced for congruent targets (Ho and Spence 2006; Hommel et al 2001) . It further contrasts with the findings of Hodgson et al (2009) who demonstrated that the direction of saccades was influenced by the, to be ignored, identity of words in an oculomotor Stroop task. It is possible that in the current experiment, the increased cognitive demands of the anti-saccade task counteracted the automatic processing of the word cues, and this is why congruency effects were not seen here.
The results of experiments 1 and 2 have shown that only task-irrelevant socially and biologically relevant gaze cues are capable of influencing saccadic orienting in the anti-saccade task, whereas non-biological arrow and word cues do not. In order to test whether the biological nature of stimuli is the reason that gaze cues have this effect on oculomotor responses, experiment 3 explored the influence of photographic finger-pointing cues on performance in the anti-saccade task.
4 Experiment 3 4.1 Materials and methods 4.1.1 Participants. A different group of seventeen healthy undergraduates and postgraduates from the University of Exeter (twelve female) aged between 18 and 38 years (M 21X35 years, SD 3X61 years) took part in this experiment in exchange for »4. All participants had either normal or corrected-to-normal vision. Written informed consent was given by all participants and ethical approval for this experiment was granted by the Ethics Committee of the School of Psychology, University of Exeter. The research was carried out in accordance with The Code of Ethics of the World Medical Association (Declaration of Helsinki). 4.1.2 Apparatus and stimuli. Apparatus was identical to that used in experiments 1 and 2. The finger-pointing cues were prepared in Corel Paint Shop Pro X and were comprised of photographs of a hand pointing left or right on a white background. The right hand cue was a mirror image of the photograph taken for the left hand cue to control for variations in stimulus properties. The image canvas of the pointing cues was the same size as the eye-gaze cues used in experiment 1, resulting in cues which subtended 5.52 deg of visual angle. As the neutral cues in experiment 1 appeared not to act as the baseline with which to compare costs and benefits of congruent and incongruent cues as they had been intended, and due to the difficulty in identifying an appropriate stimulus to act as a neutral finger-pointing cue, neutral cues were omitted from this experiment.
4.1.3 Procedure. The procedure was similar to that used in the previous experiments. As there were no neutral cues and only one cue type, participants completed 120 trials split into two blocks.
4.1.4 Data preparation and analysis. The data preparation procedure removed 127 trials representing 6.23% of the total number of trials.
Results
Saccadic reaction time.
The mean correct SRT for each participant in each condition was calculated. A two-way repeated-measures ANOVA was performed on correct SRTs, 3 levels on the factor SOA (100, 300, 800 ms), and 2 levels on the factor congruency (congruent, incongruent).
There was a significant main effect of SOA (F 2 32 44X04, p 5 0X001; H^F criterion), with responses getting faster as SOA increased. There was also a main effect of congruency (F 1 16 56X75, p 5 0X001), with congruent trials significantly faster than incongruent (congruent: M 259X79 ms, SE 5X86 ms; incongruent: M 275X62 ms, SE 6X72 ms). The interaction between SOA and congruency was also significant (F 2 32 9X92, p 5 0X001). Paired-samples t-tests demonstrated that this was due to SRTs on congruent trials being significantly faster than incongruent trials at the 100 and 300 ms SOAs, with a particularly large and highly significant difference at 100 ms SOA (100 ms: t 16 7X18, p 5 0X001; 300 ms: t 16 2X53, p 0X022), but that there was no difference between SRTs on congruent and incongruent trials at 800 ms SOA (t 16 1X60, p 0X129; figure 6 ). The correct SRTs for all conditions in experiment 3 can be seen in table 1.
Error rates.
A total of 96 errors were committed, accounting for 4.70% of the completed trials.
A two-way ANOVA was conducted on the percentage of errors per condition per participant, with 3 levels on the factor SOA (100, 300, 800 ms) and 2 levels on the factor congruency (congruent, incongruent).
There was a main effect of SOA (F 1X45 23X16 5X41, p 0X019; H^F criterion), with error rates decreasing as SOA increased, reflecting the enhanced ability to voluntarily suppress saccades as preparation time increased. There was no significant effect of congruency, however (F 1 16 2X14, p 0X163). The interaction was not significant.
Cross-experiment analysis
In order to identify whether biological cues (gaze and pointing) as a category are processed preferentially by the oculomotor system, it was suggested by one anonymous reviewer that a cross-experiment analysis would be necessary. Although somewhat complicated by the slight difference in experimental design across the three experiments, such an analysis was conducted.
A mixed-design ANOVA was carried out, with 2 levels on the between-subjects factor cue category (biological, non-biological), 3 levels on the within-subjects factor SOA (100, 300, 800 ms), and 2 levels on the within-subjects factor congruency (congruent, incongruent). There was a significant main effect of SOA (F 1X91 108X61 104X46, p 5 0X001, H^F criterion) and a significant main effect of congruency (F 1 57 34X81, p 5 0X001), but the main effect of cue category was not significant (F 5 1X00). The interaction between cue category and congruency was highly significant (F 1 57 15X08, p 5 0X001), with an overall mean congruency advantage for biological cues of 12.73 ms, but only 2.63 ms with non-biological cues. The SOA by congruency interaction was also significant (F 1 57 4X76, p 0X010, with a 13.03 ms congruency effect at 100 ms SOA but effects of only 4.15 ms at 300 ms SOA and 5.85 ms at 800 ms). However, the three-way interaction was not significant (F 2 114 1X96, p 0X146).
SRT data for all conditions of the three experiments are presented in table 1.
General discussion
The current work set out to examine the influence of biological and non-biological directional cues on saccadic orienting. The findings extend previous research by comparing the effect of biological (eye gaze and finger pointing) and non-biological (arrows and words) cues on anti-saccade task performance. Although previous studies using simple saccadic tasks found that both gaze and arrow cues facilitate saccadic orienting (Kuhn and Benson 2007; Kuhn and Kingstone 2009; Kuhn et al 2010) , the present findings, using a more complex task, suggest that socially relevant biological cues have privileged access to the oculomotor system. In experiment 1, eye gaze but not arrow cues caused participants to make faster anti-saccades in the opposite direction to the cues. This occurred despite the cues being non-predictive of target location and occurred even at short SOAs. The word cues in experiment 2 had no influence on saccades, whereas finger pointing cues (experiment 3) also enhanced responding in the opposite direction to the cues. These findings extend those of Koval et al (2005) , who examined the influence of gaze cues in the anti-saccade task and also found that participants responded more quickly on congruent trials. As Koval et al did not compare the effect of gaze cues with any other directional stimuli it was not possible to contextualise their findings in terms of`social attention' per se. However, the current work demonstrates that biological cues influence saccadic responses in the anti-saccade task, whereas cues with no biological significance do not.
The demonstration of an automatic influence of biological finger pointing cues on saccades dovetails with recent work showing that to be ignored finger pointing cues also facilitate covert attention in the cued direction (Ariga and Watanabe 2009; Sato et al 2009 Sato et al , 2010 Tomonaga and Imura 2009) . Pointing cues in the current study caused a larger congruency advantage than gaze cues only at the shorter SOAs, whereas the gaze cues influenced responses across the range of SOAs. The rapid emergence of a congruency effect for both gaze and pointing cues suggests that both act automatically on the saccadic system. For gaze cues, however, the fact that this effect persists even at the longest SOA suggests an inability to override their influence via top^down control. In this sense, gaze cues appear harder to ignore than pointing cues.
There are several possible explanations for the larger congruency effect observed with pointing cues. First, it may result from the configuration of the stimuli themselves. Pointing cues are more asymmetric than gaze cues and so their visual properties may explain why they exert a greater directional influence on response times. However, this seems unlikely as the arrow cues used in experiment 1 were more asymmetric than gaze cues, but exerted a smaller effect. A further possibility is that gaze and pointing cues may exert their attentional orienting effects via separate neural mechanisms, as has been suggested by Bayliss et al (2011) . Using a gaze adaptation paradigm (see Jenkins et al 2006) , these authors showed that adaptation via repeated exposure to leftward and rightward pointing gaze stimuli influenced subsequent gaze cueing in a covert target-detection task, whilst adaptation to pointing cues did not. On the basis of these findings they argued for the presence of a direct pathway for attentional orienting in response to gaze cues which is separate from that used by finger and arrows cues. However, as this argument places arrows and finger pointing in the same category, it is unable to account for the differential effects of arrows and finger pointing cues in the present study. Another explanation is that methodological differences between experiments 1 and 3 resulted in the different magnitudes of cueing effect. In experiment 1, both gaze and arrow cues were mixed with neutral versions of the cues, whilst in , experiment 3 neutral cues were not employed. Because of this, direct comparisons between the exact magnitude of the congruency effects across experiments ought to be made with some caution.
The finding that directional word cues did not influence performance in the antisaccade task is at odds with findings from covert attention studies (Ho and Spence 2006; Hommel et al 2001) and Hodgson et al's (2009) oculomotor Stroop task. However, unlike in Hodgson et al's task, where the word cues were task-relevant (the identity of the word was to be ignored but the font colour of the word was to be attended to), in the current work the word cues were entirely task-irrelevant and participants were explicitly instructed to ignore them. Furthermore, Ho and Spence, and Hommel et al do not explicitly state that participants were instructed to ignore the cues. This suggests that, unlike gaze and pointing cues, word cues do not exert an obligatory effect on saccadic responses, but their influence is dependent upon the extent to which they are attended to and actively processed by participants.
The neutral gaze and arrow cues used in experiment 1 unexpectedly caused SRTs to be slower than those made in the presence of the directional versions of the cues. One explanation for this is that as well as exerting directional effects, the left and right cues also disengage the saccadic system more generally in preparation for an eye movement, regardless of whether they are congruent or incongruent. In this sense, neutral cues would not only lack directionality, but would also cause additional engagement of the saccadic system accounting for the slower SRTs observed. However, the finding that the neutral gaze and arrow cues had opposite effects on error rates suggests that the engagement hypothesis may not entirely explain the data presented here. Rather, they may highlight an inherent problem in the use of neutral cues as a baseline, when such stimuli are often chosen somewhat arbitrarily on the basis of subjective judgments of neutrality (Jonides and Mack 1984) .
There was no evidence in the present study for directional biological cues influencing the direction of error saccades towards the peripheral stimulus in the anti-saccade task. The reason for this may relate to the statistical power of the analysis as participants made fewer errors than might be expected in a standard anti-saccade task (see Hutton 2008) . As error saccades in the anti-saccade task are generally considered to be reflexive in nature , it might be suggested that the gaze and finger-pointing cues were not influencing reflexive saccade generation, but that they did affect voluntary saccade generation (as reflected in correct anti-saccade latency). This finding contrasts with those of Kuhn and colleagues (Kuhn and Benson 2007; Kuhn and Kingstone 2009; Kuhn et al 2010) who found increased errors in the cued direction in their voluntary saccade task. One possibility is that the anti-saccade task requires enhanced attentional engagement in order to prevent errors towards peripheral stimuli (Everling and Munoz 2000; Everling et al 1999; Munoz and Wurtz 1992) which also tends to suppress execution of saccades in response to cues.
As it is well established that certain regions of the brain are preferentially activated by biological stimuli (Allison et al 2000; Hooker et al 2003; Pelphrey et al 2005; Tipper et al 2008) , it may not seem surprising that such stimuli are more difficult to ignore and cause a more obligatory effect on saccades when compared to non-biological cues. However, the findings of the present research are at odds with other recent reports which find indistinguishable effects for biological and non-biological cues (Kuhn and Benson 2007; Kuhn and Kingstone 2009; Kuhn et al 2010) . The reason for this discrepancy may be that under low cognitive demands, biological and non-biological cues act in a similar manner and it is only in a more complex task that differences such as those seen here are uncovered. Another explanation for the separable effects of the gaze and arrow cues in the current article is the ecological validity rather than the social-biological relevance of the cues. In the current experiments, photographic biological cues were used, whilst in most previous work, schematicised stimuli were employed. In short, it may not be surprising that arrow and gaze cues have the identical effects on saccadic orienting in such studies when their natural form has been adjusted to such an extent that they looked almost identical.
It should also be noted that arrow cues may have more biological relevance than is commonly assumed. For example, traditional road signs in the UK are known as fingerposts and were originally shaped as pointing hands. Over the centuries the hand was abstracted into an arrow such that signs taking the original finger form are now very scarce. This evolution suggests that arrows may in fact be highly schematicised pointing hands. Interestingly, the current work shows that arrows may not influence the oculomotor system as effectively as pointing fingers, suggesting that transport signage designers might consider reinstating traditional fingerposts to more effectively direct action and attention on the highway.
The basic finding that anti-saccades are facilitated in the direction opposite to a gaze or pointing cue appears superficially counterintuitive. However, not only has this phenomenon been reported elsewhere with gaze cues as already discussed (Koval et al 2005) but similar effects have also been observed with sudden onset peripheral (`exogenous') cues in the anti-saccade task. Weber et al (1998) presented`pro-cues' in the anti-saccade task, which were sudden-onset peripheral cues presented in the correct location for the correct anti-saccade response. Importantly, these cues were 100% valid, with the validity of the cues predicted to enhance performance by giving participants prior knowledge of the correct direction in which to pre-programme their responses. However, Weber et al discovered that participants were slower to respond when the cues were presented, than when the experiment contained no cues at all. In a further experiment (`non-informative random-direction cues'), these authors presented cues which could appear on the same or the opposite side to the target. They found that cues presented on the same side as the anti-saccade target resulted in faster SRTs than when the cue was presented on the opposite side to the target. Therefore there appeared to be a consistent benefit for cues appearing on the same side as the target (see also Reuter et al 2006) .
What mechanism might underlie this counterintuitive effect? One possibility is that the cue causes an automatic shift of covert attention to the cued direction, facilitating target detection on congruent trials. However, this explanation would be counter to the pre-motor theory of attention which argues strongly that preparing to make a saccade and orienting covert attention cannot be decoupled (Rizzolatti et al 1987 Sheliga et al 1994 Sheliga et al , 1997 ; but see Hodgson and Muller 1995) , predicting a slowing of responses on congruent trials. An alternative explanation invokes the concept of an anti-saccade`task set' (Hodgson et al 2004) . In the anti-saccade task, participants may be adopting a general response set in which they initiate an`opposite' response which is automatically transposed onto the cue stimuli.
Conclusion
In the current article, we have demonstrated that task-irrelevant, eye gaze, and finger pointing cues cause facilitation of correct SRTs in the opposite direction to the cues in the anti-saccade task, but that this does not occur with arrows or directional word cues. These findings strongly suggest that biological cues have privileged access to the oculomotor system over non-biological cues and that the anti-saccade task is a sufficiently complex oculomotor paradigm with which to study the influence of such stimuli on saccadic behaviour.
